
Hello,
We invite you to actively participate in this International Children's Interactive Exhibition:
"Under the same Sun", We propose different options for action:

1.- Be the ATTA spokesperson between your people and your neighborhood:
2.- Give an introductory "Dynamic Talk" for teenagers and adults:
3 .- Make the drawings with the children
4.- Exhibit at the Educational Center or community house
5.- Audiovisual coverage and possible actions

1.- Be the ATTA spokesperson between your people and your neighborhood:
Contact the educational center or the group that wants to participate in the Exhibition.
Fill in the Technical Data Sheet *
Follow the talks and the realization of the drawings
Send the digitized artistic and audiovisual material to ATTA
Give recognition and thanks to the participation. **

2.- Give an introductory "Dynamic Talk" for teenagers and adults:
Pass the video presentation of "Under the same Sun" ***
Organize groups of 3 and 5 people. ****
Discuss for 30 minutes among the participants to answer two questions:
What do you think of the guidance of the GPS Permacultural Management System to achieve the
SDGs Sustainable Development Goals of the UN?



Do you want to participate in the presentation to the children and what theme do they suggest to be
addressed?

3 .-Make the drawings with the children
Two or three representatives chosen from the "Dynamic Talk" will explain the theme to children under
12 years old. Highlight the "Proposals" rather than the "Protests" so that, without hiding reality, they
can capture in the drawings more positive actions and solutions to follow.
Organize the children in groups of 3 or more creating a relaxed atmosphere, if possible with soft
music and ensure that everyone participates in the dialogue and choices of this co-creation.
Help them to release creativity and make them decide the design, the title, the colors and the drawing
itself. Reinforcing the effect of co-creation on the final result and enhance children's feelings when
working in groups. Valuing above all the learning to share in the development of the construction of
the work, leaving the competition in a second place.

4.-Exhibition at the Educational Center or Community house
Display all drawings anonymously.
Carry out the selection of the drawings, according to the criteria of realism of the human and
environmental problems, with the commitment of the people involved, the dedication in the
presentation, the joy in the realization, the quality of the developed affections and of the integration in
a group of coexistence. Choose 3- 7 drawings to be incorporated into the Exhibition "Under the same
Sun"

5.- Audiovisual coverage and possible actions
Collect filmed material, photographs and disseminated in social networks.
Blur the face of people who expressly do not authorize its publication.
Send together with ATTA the press releases and compile in a dossier for the media and related
magazines: Konvivir, Energía y tú, etc.
Support and participate in the actions arised from these meetings. For example:
Planted with trees ("Plant with your neighbor"), Nendo Dango (clay balls with seeds), Ecoladrillos (Fill
plastic bottles under pressure) ... Windmills and toys with recycled material and an imaginary length.
The UN Vague Manual is recommended: https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/en/takeaction/
Help finance the expenses generated by the organization and start-up of the Exhibition.
Track the exchange in the ATTA network of “Under the same Sun” in different countries.

* "Under the same Sun" fact sheet
To be filled in by the authorized spokesperson of the ATTA Permaculture Association Feed Your Soul
also to participate in the International Children's Interactive Exhibition
.- ATTA Spokesperson Information (Required)
Name and surname
Home
ID:
Phone



Contact mail
.- Data of the center or group
Name
Home
Contact Person Information
ID:
Phone
Contact mail
.- Operation (Required)
.- Give a "dynamic talk" between adolescents and adults, highlighting the importance of joint actions
and choosing the theme and presentation of children.
.- Explain and organize people under 12 in groups of 3 or more, to jointly make the drawing on paper
the size of Din A4 - 20 x 30 cm (approx.)
.- Set up an exhibition in the same center of all the works anonymously.
.- Select a maximum of 7 drawings for each center.
.- Send to ATTA in digital format from the responsible contact person before April 1, 2020
.-Collaborations (Recommended)
.- Use all the advantages of Cashback, through the QR Attachment.
.- Be part of the ATTA Network by associating, becoming a patron or sponsor
.- Acquiring our services and merchandising
.- If you generate income with the exhibition "Under the same sun" and want to collaborate to continue
growing, we ask a suggested contribution of 10% for ATTA, NIF 6639877 to be entered in the Cta Cte
Triodos Bank
.- The Exhibition with all the works received will be done, also in:
The 3rd Convergence of Permaculture in the Fira per la Terra on April 22, 2020 Barcelona
The 14 International Workshop in Cayo Coco on May 4, 2020.
The 14 IPC International Convergence of Permaculture in Argentina in November 2020
.- The Association of Permaculture ATTA, also Feeds Your Soul, with address at Calle Lérida 14, El
Prat de Llobregat - 08820 - Barcelona,   with NIF G66398777; All rights are reserved for the
dissemination of drawings, audiovisual images and all content sent to it. The person who expressly
does not authorize the publication will blur his face.

"Under the same sun"

.- Material for dynamic talk with adults and adolescents (Recommended)

.- To publicize the "GPS: Permacultural Management of the system" that guides us to achieve the 17
SDGs: United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. *



.- Devote more time to possible solutions than to catastrophes; with special emphasis on the petal of
the Permaculture Flower of appropriate technologies with energy alternatives to fossil fuels. SDG: 5
and 7

.- Show the "Protests" and at the same time explaining the "Proposals", with a vision from
Permaculture, the movement generated by Greta Thunberg and the recommendations of the UN.

.- Emphasize Ecofemism as a way out of the Climate Emergency - Petal of Governance of the
Permaculture Flower - SDG: 5 and 10

.- Pass the Vandana Shiva documentary for teenagers and adults
VANDANA SHIVA physicist and thinker - https://youtu.be/LmkrXte6DOQ

.- Do group meditations for all children, adolescents and adults, inspired by this music:

OPEN HEART https://youtu.be/IKFZKHewdko

.- Dance sessions for all children, teenagers and adults inspired by this music: 'Fly with the Wind' *
OFFICIAL VIDEO * - Ayla Schafer -

.- Suggest mandalas about nature

.- Pass the video of Pope Francis for the children on the "Laudado Si" The Care of our Common
House - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ox7iSsAVFRw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ox7iSsAVFRw

